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Prologue 
 

“We abuse land because we see it as a commodity belonging to us. When we see land as a community to 
which we belong, we may begin to use it with love and respect.” ~Aldo Leopold (1887-1948) 
 
“I used to think the top environmental problems were biodiversity loss, ecosystem collapse and climate 
change.  I thought that with 30 years of good science we could address those problems.  But I was wrong.  
The top environmental problems are selfishness, greed and apathy…and to deal with those we need a 
spiritual and cultural transformation – and we scientists don’t know how to do that.”  ~Gus Speth (1942-
Present) 
 
“My contention throughout this book is that reconnecting to nature is one key to growing a larger 
environmental movement. That reconnection is visceral and immediately useful to many people’s lives. 
Encouraging personal reconnection does not mean less engagement with global environmental issues; it 
means more. To act, most of us need motivation beyond despair.”  ~Richard Louv (1949-Present) 
 
“I am going to venture that the man who sat on the ground in his tipi meditating on life and its meaning, 
accepting the kinship of all creatures, and acknowledging unity with the universe of things was infusing 
into his being the true essence of civilization.”  ~Luther Standing Bear of the Oglala Lakota Sioux (1868-
1939) 
 
“The Red Nation shall rise again and it shall be a blessing for a sick world; a world filled with broken 
promises, selfishness and separations; a world longing for light again.  I see a time of Seven Generations 
when all the colors of mankind will gather under the Sacred Tree of Life and the whole Earth will become 
one circle again.  In that day, there will be those among the Lakota who will carry knowledge and 
understanding of unity among all living things and the young white ones will come to those of my people 
and ask for this wisdom.  I salute the light within your eyes where the whole Universe dwells. For when 
you are at that center within you and I am that place within me, we shall be one.”  ~Crazy Horse of the 
Oglala Lakota Sioux (circa 1840-1877) 
 
“As the ancestors of the Hawaiian people moved across western Oceania, they consistently met the 
challenge of living sustainably on geographically limited islands by forming strong and enduring familial 
relationships with the lands and ocean that supported them.  Over the millennia, this developed into a 
worldview that required the careful protection of natural resources to perpetuate the life of the 
community.  Hawaiian sustainability was founded upon this island worldview, which places an intrinsic 
value on the interdependence of all life, with a sense of the sacred permeating the entire natural world.  
The Hawaiian connection to the land and ocean and their understanding of the sacred nature of this 
relationship fostered a sustainable culture in Hawaii for generations.”  ~Scott Fisher (1970-Present) 
 
 
  

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/90594.Richard_Louv
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luther_Standing_Bear
http://www.californiaindianeducation.org/famous_indian_chiefs/crazy_horse/
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Abstract 
 

Back to the Future: Necessary Evolution Back to Traditional Community Conservation 
National Land Conservation Conference, Rally, Denver, CO 

Friday, October 27, 2017 Workshop B (1:30pm-3:00pm) 
 

A cultural realignment with nature at the center, which land trusts can assist with through Community 
Conservation work, will ensure our great legal and scientific tools used to protect nature are not dismissed 
by a modern, wired society largely disconnected from the natural world.  In this first workshop of a two-
part series, participants will explore Community Conservation within the context of the evolving land 
conservation field, the cross-cultural phenomenon of natural sacred places, and what we can learn from 
various cultures, traditions, and their relationships with nature - including a special focus on Hawaiian 
culture.  Participants should attend both workshops. 
 
 

Back to the Future: Necessary Evolution Back to Traditional Community Conservation 
National Land Conservation Conference, Rally, Denver, CO 

Friday, October 27, 2017 Workshop C (3:30pm-5:00pm) 
 

A cultural realignment with nature at the center, which land trusts can assist with through Community 
Conservation work, will ensure our great legal and scientific tools used to protect nature are not dismissed 
by a modern, wired society largely disconnected from the natural world.  In this second workshop of a 
two-part series, participants will explore Community Conservation by examining various cultures, 
traditions, and their relationships with nature - including a special focus on Native American cultures.  
Most attention will be on practical ways land trusts can incorporate traditional Community Conservation 
practices into their work.  Participants should attend both workshops. 
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Introduction 
 

 We have assembled a wonderful panel to help us with this examination, and each member will 
now introduce themselves and their title: 

*Angela Anderson, Esq., Kauai Island Director, Hawaiian Islands Land Trust 
*Edwin Bernbaum, Ph.D., Senior Fellow, The Mountain Institute, and Co-Chair IUCN 
group on Cultural and Spiritual Values of Protected Areas (CSVPA) 
*Kawika Burgess, Chief Executive Officer, Hawaiian Islands Land Trust 
*Edward “Ted” Sortwell Clement, Jr., Esq., Executive Director, Save Mount Diablo, and 
General Member IUCN group on CSVPA 
*Scott Fisher, Ph.D. Associate Executive Director, Hawaiian Islands Land Trust 
*Ramona (Nosapocket) Peters, Bear Clan Member of the Mashpee Wampanoag Tribe, 
Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, Founder Native Land Conservancy 

 Brief welcoming exercise for all participants (each person will visualize and feel favorite natural 
area near their home and then share that place with another participant…). 

 Land trusts have wisely started to focus on “Community Conservation” which is a new concept to 
many land conservationists.   

 Community Conservation is a critical long-term sustainability strategy that builds meaningful 
connections and relationships between a land trust, the community in which the land trust works, 
and nature.  You need all three legs of this stool to be strong and engaged for things to stand long-
term.  

 Community Conservation is actually a very old concept you can learn a lot about by examining 
various Earth centered cultures and traditions and some of their practices - and you can find 
similar concepts in your own cultures and traditions that we may not be aware of.  For this 
examination to be truly helpful, it requires humility and open mindedness as we will be looking at 
other cultures, worldviews, traditions and their relationships with nature.   

 With our two workshops, which will build upon one another so we encourage you to attend both, 
we have 3 learning objectives: 

1. Understand the necessary evolution of the land trust movement back to traditional 
Community Conservation; 

2. More deeply explore Community Conservation by examining various Earth centered 
cultures and traditions and their special relationships with nature; and 

3. Provide participants with practical ways land trusts can incorporate ideas and 
practices from traditional Community Conservation so as to develop more 
meaningful relationships with their communities and nature.  We will get into this 
learning objective in the second workshop. 

 Due to time limitations, we will do a question and answer session at the end of each workshop. 
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Chapter One / Necessary Evolution of the Land Trust Movement by Ted Clement 
 
A) First Evolutionary Phase 

 In our own field of land conservation, people talk about the evolutionary phases of 
the land trust movement.  Sometimes the early phase is described as one heavily 
focused on land acquisition.  

 This first evolutionary phase was an understandable movement and reaction to 
counter the onslaught of lands disappearing to development. 

 As evidence of this first evolutionary phase focused on land acquisition, and its 
success, consider that the approximate 1,700 land trusts in the United States have 
conserved over 56 million acres of land, an area larger than the size of New England. 

 Edwin Bernbaum and I come from California, and our State’s land trusts have 
acquired and protected almost 5 million acres. 

 My land trust, Save Mount Diablo, was founded in 1971, and at that time the Mount 
Diablo area was home to just one 6,788-acre park, Mount Diablo State Park.  Today, 
as a result of Save Mount Diablo and our wonderful partners, there are more than 40 
parks and preserves around the mountain, totaling over 110,000 conserved acres – 
one of the Bay Area’s most significant assemblages of natural lands.  
 

B) Second Evolutionary Phase  
 In 2003, The Washington Post did a series of articles that were very critical of The 

Nature Conservancy and this brought the national spotlight on the land trust 
movement. 

 The series criticized The Nature Conservancy for many of its practices: insider 
transactions with members of its Board; allowing oil drilling for profit on some of its 
conserved lands; the amount of corporate influence on The Nature Conservancy; etc. 

 The lazy, hazy days of summer and apple pie were over and the national land trust 
movement clearly had to grow up or risk its conservation gains. 

 The Land Trust Alliance demonstrated great leadership amidst this Washington Post 
series crisis and the aftermath by creating and incorporating the Land Trust 
Accreditation Commission in April 2006 as an independent program of the Land 
Trust Alliance. 

 The mission of the Land Trust Accreditation Commission is to inspire excellence, 
promote public trust and ensure permanence in the conservation of open lands by 
recognizing land trust organizations that meet rigorous quality standards and that 
strive for continuous improvement. 

 I have been an Executive Director for three land trusts who have successfully gone 
through the Accreditation process so I know first-hand how painful and laborious this 
process can be but also how it is truly making stronger land trusts and a stronger land 
trust movement. 

 So this national accreditation effort for land trusts is all part of the second 
evolutionary phase that the national land trust movement has gone through.  After the 
initial acquisition phase, we evolved into a phase that better understood and put more 
emphasis on making sure we can properly steward the land, or interests in land, 
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acquired – and that conservation organizations must have good systems and practices 
to ensure they will be around long-term to deliver on their promise of protecting 
important conservation lands in perpetuity.   

 
C) Third Evolutionary Phase 

 While the land trust movement was focused on dealing with the Washington Post 
series and strengthening our stewardship and organizational systems, there was a 
clarion call for something even more fundamental and critical for land trusts, and our 
nation as a whole, to begin focusing on. 

 This clarion call came in the form of Richard Louv’s influential and national 
bestseller book Last Child in the Woods: Saving Our Children from Nature-Deficit 
Disorder – which is about the growing divide between children and the outdoors.  
Louv directly linked the lack of nature in the lives of today’s wired generation to 
some of the most disturbing childhood trends, such as rises in obesity, attention 
disorders, and depression.  Last Child in the Woods was the first book to bring 
together a growing body of research indicating that direct exposure to nature is 
essential for healthy childhood development and for the physical and emotional 
health of children and adults.   

 For land conservationists, this book was a serious warning about our culture shifting 
further and further away from the land and nature. 

 When you read books by or about our nation's great conservationists (Thoreau, Muir, 
Leopold, etc.) you see a common thread: regular quiet and contemplative time in 
nature leading to great realizations, healing and love for nature.  In other words, those 
quiet times in nature were the transformative experiences that helped form those 
great people.   

 Another interesting observation is that within many mainstream religions and in 
many old Earth centered cultures and traditions (Native Americans, Hawaiians, 
Aboriginal Australians, Thai forest monks, etc.) this has long been understood.  With 
those cultures and traditions it was not just the few luminaries in our more modern 
society like a John Muir, but many, if not most, of the regular women, men and 
children understanding how important it is to deeply connect with, and respect, 
nature.  We have much to learn from these cultures and traditions and we should be 
humble enough to do so.  

 How are we to address the major environmental challenges facing Earth and thus all 
of us (climate change, loss of habitat and biodiversity, loss of farmland, etc.), in a 
game changing and long-term way, if we do not get to the core of the problem?  The 
core of the problem being that in our modern society so many people have become 
largely disconnected from the natural world which they are a part of (e.g., our kids 
spending more time in front of smartphones, computers and televisions than 
outdoors).    

 Without a deep and direct connection with nature, the key ingredient for good 
stewardship of the Earth is missing: love.  Our nation’s great conservationists, and 
traditional Earth centered cultures and traditions, all shared a love of nature flowing 
from regular quiet and contemplative time in nature. 
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 Consider the following quote from Gus Speth (environmental advisor to Presidents 
Carter and Clinton, founder of the Natural Resources Defense Council and World 
Resources Institute, administrator of the U.N. Development Program, Dean of the 
Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, and now professor at my alma 
mater Vermont Law School), “I used to think the top environmental problems were 
biodiversity loss, ecosystem collapse and climate change.  I thought that with 30 
years of good science we could address those problems.  But I was wrong.  The top 
environmental problems are selfishness, greed and apathy…and to deal with those we 
need a spiritual and cultural transformation – and we scientists don’t know how to do 
that.” 

 While talking about the latest best practices on conservation easement syndications, 
IRS Form 8283, conservation easement amendments, and science in support of our 
land conservation work is important (and perhaps comfortable to discuss because we 
are accustomed to these things), it is starting to seem a bit like rearranging deck 
chairs on the Titanic as we see so many people largely disconnected from nature and 
our society’s inability to have the depth of feelings and collective will required to 
finally address the serious environmental problems facing our planet.  

 The next evolutionary phase of the land trust movement must include greater 
emphasis on providing more people the ability to directly and deeply connect with 
nature so that transformational experiences occur whereby even regular people can 
become great lovers, and thus strong stewards, of the Earth.   A broader societal shift 
back to nature will also help ensure that our great legal and scientific tools used to 
protect nature are not eventually overturned or ignored by a modern society largely 
disconnected from the natural world.  We need to get a move on with this as we 
know the new Presidential administration has been questioning or ignoring even 
some of the basic science and legal frameworks for environmental issues like climate 
change.  Through my own professional work experiences and personal experiences I 
have come to understand how important this next evolutionary phase (i.e., 
Community Conservation) is for all of us in the land trust movement as it will have 
us better focus and collaborate on helping bring about cultural transformation where 
nature becomes a central and meaningful part of our modern society’s value system. 
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Chapter Two / Phenomenon of Sacred Space and Places by Edwin Bernbaum 
 

 One thing that many mainstream religions and indigenous cultures and traditions share is the 
phenomenon of natural sacred places and deep respect for those places and nature in general.  
This is also true of many otherwise secular people in the general public who don’t belong to such 
traditions but feel strongly inspired by nature and motivated to protect the environment. 

 Define sacred space… One definition for sacred natural sites is: Sacred natural sites are natural 
features, ranging from individual rocks, trees, and springs to large areas of land and water, with 
spiritual significance for peoples, communities, indigenous traditions, and mainstream religions 

 Various descriptions and images of natural sacred places around the planet, with a focus on 
sacred mountains, and inspiring statements from people from mainstream religions and 
indigenous cultures and traditions, as well as secular voices from the general public, about their 
reverence and care for those places and for nature in general.  
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Chapter Three / Hawaiian Perspective by Kawika Burgess and Scott Fisher 
 

 `Oli komo `o Waihe’e: A welcome chant from the land of Waihe`e Maui.  An overview of the 
wahi pana, or sacred places of Waihe`e, an invitation to learn and be a part of this land (`aina)  

 Historical overview of the Hawaiian Relationship to the land:  
1. Papa and Wakea 

a) Genealogy of the Hawaiian Islands 
b) Haloa 

2. General description of pre-European Hawaiian culture; emphasizing the 
Hawaiian people’s roots as an agrarian-fishing/seafaring society; mana was 
the essence of one’s sacredness, and resided in all living (and some ‘non-
livng’ things in varying degrees. mana is the core of sacredness, of one’s 
sacred powers; this is intimately linked to the term kapu, which can be 
thought of as the barrier which protects mana.  

3. `Aumakua: an embodiment (kino lau) of a natural object or phenomenon 
(owl, hawk, crow, shark, lightning) that, through ancestral connections, 
stands as a link to the natural world.  `Aumakua are guides, protectors and 
ancestors.  

4. Ma’ilikukahi and the moku-ahupua’a system.  
 Ho`oponopono: Setting things right. The essence of maintaining strong, healthy relationships to 

the land and within the community 
 What can we learn from the Hawaiian world view?  
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Chapter Four / Native American Perspective by Ramona Peters 
 

 I am a Bear Clan member of the Mashpee Wampanoag Tribe, and I live in Mashpee, Cape Cod, 
Massachusetts. 

 I am the Tribal Historic Preservation Officer for my tribe, and my work focuses on repatriation, 
indigenous rights, historic preservation, and spiritual and cultural endeavors of the Wampanoag.  
I also serve my tribe as a traditional Chief’s Councilor, a member of the Mashpee Wampanoag 
Woman’s Medicine Society, and a former member of the Mashpee Tribal Council Board of 
Directors.  Further, I am the founder of the Native Land Conservancy, the first Native American 
driven land trust east of the Mississippi River. 

 Wampanoag means in English, “Easterners” or literally “People of the first light.”  The original 
Wampanoag confederacy was composed of several tribal villages primarily in the Massachusetts 
area today.  The leadership was representative by 69 sachems overseeing large 
counties/districts  with numerous villages within each district.  In the beginning of the 17th 
century, at the time of first contact with the English, the Wampanoag lived in eastern 
Massachusetts, the islands off the coast, and what is now eastern  Rhode Island.  Massasoit 
Ousameequin (Yellow Feather) was the famous Wampanoag Grand Sachem who signed the 
treaty, and helped keep alive, the Pilgrims after they arrived in his domain, later called 
Plymouth  in 1620. The Wampanoag Confederation alliance allowed for the English settlement of 
“New England”. 

 To give you a glimpse into the Wampanoag world-view or mindset, consider our most important 
spiritual ceremonies is giving thanks and offerings to renew the commitment between human 
beings and all living things of which we are a part and depend on upon this sacred land.   

 I founded the Native Land Conservancy in 2012 for the purposes of protecting sacred lands, 
natural and cultural resources, and encouraging continuation of Native American traditional 
lifeways and culture in the Northeast. 

 In December 2016, the Native Land Conservancy and the Dennis Conservation Trust signed a 
Cultural Respect Agreement.  A copy of this Agreement is in the appendix of the booklet for this 
workshop.  It will provide you with a practical example of how you can work with Native peoples 
in your area for the benefit and enrichment of all – including introducing and educating non-
Natives about how sacred nature is to Native peoples and how this view may help us live in better 
harmony with the environment we are part of.  This Agreement was the first time since the 
Pilgrims landed in our homelands that we are welcomed back to an area we were disconnected 
from by private ownership.  Through the Cultural Respect Agreement, the Dennis Conservation 
Trust gave us access to the Trust’s 250 acres of estuary which was a traditional place of 
gathering, ritual, ceremony and foraging for my people.  With such Agreements, our people will 
also make a commitment to share the subject lands’ indigenous story with the general public at 
least once a year.  

 Land absorbs history in its DNA memory yet most of our folklore, wisdom and history embedded 
in the Earth is not being shared.  A primary objective of Cultural Respect Agreements is to make 
sure these stories, history and wisdom in the land are made available again to help us better live 
with the land – and keep our old Earth centered culture alive for the benefit of current and future 
generations. 
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Chapter Five / Practical Ways for Land Trusts to Incorporate Ideas from Traditional Community 
Conservation by Edwin Bernbaum, Angela Anderson, and Ted Clement 

 
A) Edwin Bernbaum’s Work with the IUCN and National Park Service 

 Open with a short exercise in which people pair up and share personal experiences of 
nature that have motivated them to take an interest in conservation and land trusts. 

 Provide background on Ed’s work with the U.S. National Park Service on developing 
interpretive materials based on the evocative cultural and spiritual meaning and 
associations of natural features in parks such as Yosemite and Great Smoky Mountains 
and with the IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature) on integrating the 
cultural and spiritual significance of nature into the management and governance of 
protected and conserved areas around the world. 

 Broaden the scope of protected and conserved area management and governance to 
include the cultural, historic, social, spiritual, and aesthetic significance that natural 
features, landscapes, seascapes, and concepts of nature have for people of diverse 
societies and cultures, both traditional and modern… 

 Highlight and promote the role of the cultural and spiritual significance of nature in 
engaging local communities, indigenous traditions, mainstream religions, and the general 
public in supporting protected and conserved areas in order to reach a larger audience and 
have a wider appeal and impact… 

 Build on collaborations in such fields as interpretation, management, governance, 
conservation, and best practice implementation in order to help protected and conserved 
area managers and planners to: 

1. Incorporate and promote cultural and spiritual perspectives 
2. Improve their relationships with all stakeholders, inclusive of Indigenous 

Peoples and local communities 
3. Garner additional, more sustainable support from the general public and 

mainstream religions… 
 Give specific examples of action steps local land trusts can take: 

1. Involve representatives of indigenous traditions and local communities, 
mainstream religions, and the general public in meetings right from the 
beginning to find out what they each see as the land trust’s spiritual and 
cultural significance that would inspire them individually and collectively to 
support the establishment of the land trust and play a role in its conservation 
and management over the long term. 

2. Develop interpretive materials and activities such as wayside signs and talks 
that use the cultural and spiritual significance of nature to inspire and enrich 
people’s experience rather than simply convey information.  The materials 
and activities should also promote mutual respect and appreciation for 
different points of view – indigenous, religious, secular, etc.  This will make 
interpretation as inclusive as possible so that everyone feels welcome, 
respected, and inspired to support the aims of the land trust in their own 
particular ways. 
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B) Practical Example from Hawaii – Angela Anderson 
 "In the minds and na‘au of our Hawaiian kupuna, every being and everything in the 

universe was born.  Our kupuna respected nature because we, as kanaka, are related to all 
that surrounds us - to plants and creatures, to rocks and sea, to sky and earth, and to 
natural phenomena, including rain and wind...Our kupuna had an intimate relationship 
with the elements.  They were keen observers of their environment, with all of its life-
giving and life-taking forces." ~Collette Leimomi Akana, Hanau Ka Ua Hawaiian Rain 
Names 

 HILT works in concert with our island communities to build, reconnect and strengthen 
relationships to the ʻĀina, that which sustains.  Many of HILT’s lands have been 
preserved through co-acquisition and co-management with local community, government 
and Native Hawaiian organizations.  Here are highlights of the on-the-ground work, 
strategies and programs taking place at HILT’s Kāhili Beach Preserve, which is managed 
under a collaborative stewardship model.  

 Key Concepts: ʻĀina, Kiaʻi, Huliia and Wahi Pana, interrelate with HILT’s land 
conservation mission, as well as, the cultural identity of the islands.  
ʻĀina may be understood as earth or land, but a more precise translation is “that which 
sustains.”  
Kia’i translates to guardian, watchman and caretaker. 
Huli’ia translates to turn or flip; or to look for, search, explore, seek, study; search, 
investigation; scholarship.  
Wahi means place-- where the living nature of your surroundings is apparent.  When we 
become reacquainted with place--through mythology, stories, and through our 
understanding of the surroundings--we experience a place on a deeper level.  
Pana can be translated to mean ʻlegendaryʻ and also means a type of rhythm, a heartbeat, 
a celebration. Coupled with the word ʻwahiʻ, it speaks to being able to tap into the rhythm 
of a place and, also, tap into the ability to sense that rhythm.  
Wahi Pana can be translated to mean ʻlegendary placeʻ with respect to area. Wahi Pana 
can also be translated to mean ʻlegendary placeʻ with respect to time.  Wahi Pana give us 
the opportunity to get to a synchronicity with nature, with ourselves, and with cosmic 
tempo.  
Wahi Pana can exist throughout our daily lives (i.e. secret lunch spot, sunset vantage 
point, etc.)—it is our places of inspiration and potential, our places of refuge.  But there 
are also specific geographical areas (i.e. easternmost points of the easternmost districts, 
the crater of a volcano, the huge tree planted by a hometown hero, etc.) that play a part in 
the community with prodigious purpose. Rich in legends and stories, these Wahi Pana 
continue to leave room for inspiration, healing, and growth for the collective and broader 
community.  
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 Kahili Beach Preserve 
Kāhili Beach is an example of a Wahi Pana. Situated on a beautiful bay on the North 
Shore of Kaua‘i that is accessed by vehicles in two ways; one from Wailapa and the other 
from Kāhili Quarry Road in Kīlauea.  The land is owned and managed on the Wailapa 
side by HILT and on the Kīlauea side by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) as 
part of the Kīlauea Point National Wildlife Refuge.  The bay has great historical 
significance as it was the original entry port for ships to bring every part of what has now 
become the Kīlauea town including the many ethnic groups that call Kīlauea home.   
Native plants blanket the sand dunes and aerial displays of thriving Hawaiian seabirds 
(koa`e `ula,  mōlī, `a`o, `ua`u, and `ā) are enjoyed; their nearby nests and young well-
protected from introduced predators.  Families watch `iwa dip for clean water from the 
muliwai filled with `ama`ama in the purple and blue of evening.  The Kīlauea community 
enjoyed this beach for many generations but as the sugar plantation went out of business 
in 1971, land ownership quickly shifted from a large landowner to individuals.  For the 
last 10 years, a lack of maintenance has rendered access to Kāhili from the Kīlauea side 
virtually impossible.  However, due to the increase of tourism and people wanting to 
access the beach, the community was worried about negative impacts should access be 
re-opened.  A coalition emerged to help address those concerns and work with USFWS to 
frame a direction that would satisfy all involved.  That’s when HILT, the Kilauea 
Neighborhood Association (KNA), ʻĀina Hoʻokupu o Kīlauea, and USFWS got together 
with the community and created Kia'i Kāhili.   

 Kia`i Kāhili  
Kia’i Kāhili is taking the lead to form the management framework for responsible use of 
the beach by all.  The Community is invited to take ownership and protect this very 
special place from illegal activities and negative impacts.  We work to create a shared 
vision for one of the few pristine places left on the north shore of Kaua‘i.   
Kia’i Kāhili Mission  
Together we manage this unique place to achieve ecological and cultural vitality, 
connection (to this place and each other) and continued responsible recreation through 
collaborative education and stewardship for the continuing benefit of current and future 
generations. 
Our community stewardship at Kāhili is evolving. This year, we begin native plant 
restoration on the dunes. Each of us, that visit, have a responsibility to take care, to be 
watchful of our actions, and acquaint ourselves with the rhythms of that place. In 
collaboration with Na Maka O Papahanaumokuakea, HILT is introducing the 
observational practice of Huli’ia and integrating this practice into work days and talk 
stories at Kāhili.  

 Huli'ia 
Video Clip: Multicultural Marine Conservation Exchange Huli’ia 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUY3B4PZyWU&authuser=0 
The regular practice of observation and sharing over time builds collective memory and 
strengthens individual connections to place.  Huli’ia has been integrated into volunteer 
days and other community events/gathering.   

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUY3B4PZyWU&authuser=0
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 'Olelo No'eau (Proverb) 
He puko’a kani aina. 
Translation: The coral hardens into land 
Explanation: In their travels around the Pacific, the Hawaiians would pass by many coral 
heads which navigators would mark in their memories and pass on to their apprentices. 
Eventually they would notice these small coral heads would grow into a full islands and 
so comes the advice that we can't expect to be full-blown successes right away, often we 
start small and over time, like a coral head, we will mature and be successful. 

 
C) Ted Clement’s Work with the Outward Bound School, the Solo and Use of Conservation 

Collaboration Agreements 

 After completing my environmental studies major at the University of Vermont, I started 
work as an instructor and environmental educator for the Hurricane Island Outward 
Bound School. 

 Outward Bound is the leading non-profit provider of experiential and outdoor education 
programs for youth and adults. 

 The name "Outward Bound” comes from the nautical term for a ship leaving safe harbor 
for the open sea.  Teacher Kurt Hahn founded the school in Wales in 1941 to give young 
boys, many of them sailors, the fitness, tenacity and teamwork they would need to 
survive the war and thrive in their jobs.  The idea caught on, and schools sprang up 
around the United Kingdom, eventually reaching the U.S., where Hahn-protégé Joshua 
Miner started a school in Marble, Colorado in 1961.  On the first course, 35 boys spent 26 
days learning knot-tying, rock climbing and orienteering.  They summited a 14,000-foot 
mountain, ran for miles and spent one night alone, the forerunner of the iconic 
"solo."  Outward Bound has been using solo as a key component since those early days.  
The Outward Bound solo has been running strong ever since and can last from one day to 
a few days in length. 

 While teaching at Outward Bound, I witnessed first-hand the profound experiences and 
insights many students experienced and gained being alone in nature while on their 
solo.  When students would come back to the group from their solo we had a special 
tradition where we would share a special dinner together in the field while also having 
the students share meaningful reflections they wrote in their journals while on their 
solo.  Having listened to many of these sharing circles I can confirm that the solo in 
nature is a transformational experience for many if not most people.  I have also done my 
own solos in nature, and perhaps none more transformational than a solo type experience 
I had while fasting in a cave area in a remote section of the Himalayas known as 
Khembalung.  In many ways, it set the course I have been on since that time.  

 It is not surprising that the Outward Bound Solo has been running strong since 1961 
because the power of a solo in nature has been recognized and demonstrated by Earth 
centered cultures and traditions for eons.  Consider the long-standing practice of 
meditating alone in nature by Thai forest monks.  I met a number of such Thai forest 
monks in the jungle while I was a Peace Corps national park volunteer in northern 
Thailand.  Not surprisingly, the Thai tradition of forest monks produces some of that 
country’s most important environmentalists and sets a moral example of living 
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respectfully with nature for other Thais to follow.  Consider also the long-standing 
practice of the vision quest in many Native American cultures like the Oglala Sioux. 

 Please see the attached excerpt from an Outward Bound staff manual related to running a 
solo, so you have a sense how Outward Bound incorporates a solo into their program 
design.  Outward Bound courses are great resources for the land conservation 
community: these courses can provide experiences for land trust staff to more deeply 
connect with nature and learn directly about the power of experiential education; land 
trusts can also refer their supporters who want more significant experiences in nature to 
Outward Bound; etc. 

 Another tool I have been using to build meaningful connections and relationships 
between a land trust, the community in which the land trust works, and nature is a 
Conservation Collaboration Agreement between a land trust, local schools and others.  As 
a land trust is busy with land acquisition, stewardship, advocacy, fundraising and other 
efforts, the Conservation Collaboration Agreement program is important because it 
enables a land trust to add a highly visible and impactful Community Conservation 
program that does not require too much time to put on.  It is best to tie the release of such 
an initiative to meaningful and visible times of the year.  For example, a land trust can 
sign and execute such an Agreement one or two times a year: one to celebrate and honor 
Earth Day and one around Thanksgiving to give thanks for the land in your area.  The 
Conservation Collaboration Agreement program also provides a strategic framework to 
introduce a solo-type experience into your community. 

 There are three basic components of a standard Conservation Collaboration Agreement: 
1. Land trust agrees to have its qualified staff provide educational, age appropriate, 

presentations regarding land conservation and the land trust to the school, typically in 
a classroom at the school; 

2. Next, the land trust agrees to have its qualified staff teach and lead an outdoor 
environmental service project with the local school at one of its conserved properties 
(e.g., removing invasive species and/or creating a single track hiking trail), which 
will also include a contemplative journal writing exercise about nature (e.g., provide 
the students a question to reflect on and write about like “What is nature and what is 
my part in nature?”) while the students are on a mini solo (e.g., 30 to 60 minutes) on 
the conserved property after the environmental service project has been completed; 
and 

3. After the students have received the intellectual and experiential training about land 
conservation and nature (i.e., after steps 1 and 2 above), the school and students agree 
to work towards raising the necessary funds so that all of the students can become 
members of the land trust, and get directly involved with and learn about the 
philanthropy necessary to support the land trust’s land conservation work (i.e., 
“Participatory Philanthropy”).  

 See the attached Conservation Collaboration Agreement that Save Mount Diablo did with 
a local university and business. The Conservation Collaboration Agreement provides a 
long-term sustainability strategy that builds meaningful connections and relationships 
between a land trust, the community in which the land trust works, and nature.   (i.e., 
good Community Conservation work).    
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Angela M. Anderson, Esq.--Kauai Island Director,  
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS LAND TRUST (HILT) 

 

Ms. Anderson joined HILT as the Kauai Island Director in June 2015, prior to which time she 

served as a volunteer for HILT on its Kauai Island Council.  In addition to her work at HILT, she 

continues to practice law as the owner and sole member of LAW OFFICE OF ANGELA M. ANDERSON 

LLLC, specializing land use and estate planning. Ms. Anderson received her B.A. from Columbia 

University in 1999, with a dual major in Environmental Science and Economics. In 2004/05, she 

received her Juris Doctorate from the University of Hawai‘i’s William S. Richardson School of 

Law with Graduate Certificates in Environmental Law and Conflict Resolution.  After law school, 

she moved to Kauai to serve as a Law Clerk to the Honorable Judge Kathleen Watanabe of the 

Hawaii State Judiciary, Fifth Circuit Court. For over decade, she has integrated her deep 

commitment to conservation within her law practice and public service, including serving in the 

Environmental Seat on the County of Kauai Planning Commission and as an appointee to the 

Hawaii State Office of Planning’s Marine and Coastal Zone Advocacy Council. 
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Edwin Bernbaum – Biography   

1846 Capistrano Ave. Berkeley, California 94707 USA  
Tel: (510) 527-1229 Fax: (510) 527-1290 Email: ebernbaum@mountain.org 

Edwin Bernbaum, Ph.D., is a lecturer, author, and scholar of 
comparative religion and mythology.  His book Sacred Mountains of the 
World (University of California Press) won the Commonwealth Club of 
California's gold medal for best work of nonfiction and the Giuseppe 
Mazzotti Special Jury Award in Italy for literature of mountaineering, 
exploration, and the environment.  He is also the author of The Way to 
Shambhala (Anchor Doubleday), a study of Tibetan myths and legends 
of hidden valleys resembling the fictional Shangri-La of the novel Lost 
Horizon.  He holds a B.A. in mathematics from Harvard College and an 
M.A. and Ph.D. in Asian Studies from the University of California at 
Berkeley.  He also did graduate work at Harvard in social psychology 
and social anthropology. 
 

Edwin Bernbaum has been a frequent lecturer on the environment, culture, and mountains to audiences 
such as the Smithsonian Institution, the National Geographic Society, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
and the American Museum of Natural History.  He has also done research for the National Geographic 
Expeditions Council on the links between Mount Olympus and other sacred mountains in Greece and 
ancient Greek mythology, archeology, and the original Olympics.  His articles and photographs have 
appeared in numerous publications, and a photographic exhibit of his based on his book Sacred 
Mountains of the World was one of the more popular exhibits at the Smithsonian Institution in 
Washington, D.C. 
 
Co-chair of the Specialist Group on Cultural and Spiritual Values of Protected Areas of the World 
Commission on Protected Areas of the World Conservation Union (IUCN) and Senior Fellow at The 
Mountain Institute, Edwin Bernbaum works on developing ways of taking the cultural and spiritual 
significance of the natural environment into account in conservation programs in order to make them 
more sustainable.  He has worked on a project at Badrinath, the major Hindu pilgrimage shrine in the 
Indian Himalayas, in which priests and scientists encouraged pilgrims to replant trees for reasons that 
come out of their own religious and cultural traditions.  As Director of the Sacred Mountains Program at 
The Mountain Institute, he initiated projects to develop interpretive and educational materials and 
activities for national parks - such as Yosemite, Hawai’i Volcanoes, and Great Smoky Mountains - 
based on the evocative spiritual and cultural significance of features of the natural environment in 
American, Native American, Native Hawaiian, and other cultures around the world. He also started a 
project that used the cultural values of sacred sites in Central Asia as a basis for developing conservation 
programs and sustainable livelihoods in Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan.  He is currently working with the 
International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD) on a project to nominate Mount 
Kailas in Tibet, the most sacred mountain in the world for over a billion people, and the area around 
pilgrimage routes leading to it from India and Nepal as an UNESCO World Heritage Site. 
 
A past president of the Harvard Mountaineering Club, Edwin Bernbaum instructed at the Colorado 
Outward Bound School and served as a Peace Corps Volunteer in Nepal.  He has traveled, climbed, and 
done research throughout the world and has led treks and study tours in Nepal, Tibet, China, India, 
Pakistan, and Bhutan.  He designed and has co-led leadership seminar treks to Mt. Everest for mid-
career business graduates of various programs at the Wharton School and has done leadership programs 
in the United States for the Wharton Executive Education Program. He is featured in “Beyond the 
Mountaintops: Extraordinary Mountaineers, Extraordinary People,” an exhibit at the American 
Mountaineering Museum on eight climbers who have pioneered advances in climbing and humankind. 
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Kawika Burgess, Chief Executive Officer, 

Hawaiian Islands Land Trust  

 
Kawika Burgess attended the University of Hawai'i 
at Hilo and received a bachelor's degree in 
Geography and a Certificate in Hawaiian Language. 
He later attended the University of Hawai'i at 
Manoa and took graduate courses in the 
Department of Urban and Regional Planning. 
Kawika was subsequently hired by Trust For Public 
Land to lead a new program called the Native Lands 
Program to protect lands of significant cultural and 
historic value. He then worked at Kamehameha 
Schools as a Land Assets and Operations manager 
where he managed over 13,000 acres of land on the 
islands of O'ahu and Moloka'i including agricultural   
and conservation lands. Kawika next served as the Chief Operating Officer of the Office of 
Hawaiian Affairs and oversaw the management of the agencies 26,000 acres of landholdings. In 
2014 Kawika founded Real Property Management Alliance, a real estate management company 
on the island of O'ahu. Kawika is honored to serve as the CEO of Hawaiian Islands Land Trust. 
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Edward “Ted” Sortwell Clement, Jr. 

Save Mount Diablo Executive Director 
 
Ted has been studying and working in the conservation field for over 30 years.  He was an environmental studies 
major and comparative religion minor at the University of Vermont where he received his Bachelor of Science 
degree.  His thesis was about the cross cultural phenomenon of sacred spaces and what we can learn from this in 
terms of more respectfully and sustainably living with our environment.  Ted later received his Juris Doctor degree 
from Vermont Law School where he focused on land conservation law.  He is a licensed attorney in Rhode Island 
and Massachusetts.  After graduating from the University of Vermont, Ted was an instructor and environmental 
educator for the Outward Bound School in Maine over a 3 year period.  He then worked and completed his service 
as a Peace Corps national park volunteer in Thailand at Ramkhamhaeng National Park in Sukhothai Province doing 
primarily environmental education and solar energy work.  In Thailand, Ted met and married his beloved wife, 
Boonsuay Clement.  Boonsuay is a member of the Karen Hill Tribe in northern Thailand and she was the first 
woman in her village to graduate from college and become a Thai government official as a school teacher in 
Sukhothai where Ted and Boonsuay met while Ted was doing environmental education programs.  Boonsuay 
received a deep land ethic from her father, a celebrated farmer, and culture, and she and Ted are partners in 
conservation.  After the Peace Corps, Ted worked in the stewardship and legal departments at Vermont Land Trust 
while at Vermont Law School.  After receiving his Juris Doctor degree, Ted was hired by the Aquidneck Land Trust 
in Rhode Island.  He served as the Land Protection Director for 5 years and then as the Executive Director for over 7 
years until December 2012 when he accepted a position in Hawaii.  In January 2013, he began working as the 
Hawaiian Islands Land Trust's Executive Director and he gratefully served in that role until he was offered a job as 
Save Mount Diablo's Executive Director in Walnut Creek, California near the end of 2015 – a job that would bring 
the Clement family together again as Ted and Boonsuay’s oldest son was at college in California.  Ted started his 
land conservation work with Save Mount Diablo in November 2015.  He is a member of the International Union for 
Conservation of Nature's ("IUCN") Specialist Group on Cultural and Spiritual Values of Protected Areas.  Ted has 
served on the Boards of various environmental non-profit organizations, and he has also received a number of 
awards and a Center for Whole Communities fellowship for his conservation work.  He is passionate about his 
family, time outdoors and working with others to create lasting public good by protecting, and connecting people to, 
the land which sustains us. 
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Scott Fisher, Ph.D.,  
Associate Executive Director,  
Hawaiian Islands Land Trust 

Scott grew up in Kula, and at age 17 
enlisted in the United States Marine 
Corps. After his discharge, he studied 
at Colorado State University.  Scott’s 
graduate work includes an M.A. in 
peace studies with a concentration in 
native Hawaiian strategies of 
peacemaking and reconciliation.  His 
Ph.D. explored the dynamics of post-
conflict recovery in a civil war on the 
island of Bougainville, Papua New 
Guinea, with a particular emphasis on 
how communities make wise decisions 
about conflicts over natural resources.  
Since 2003 Scott has worked for the 
Maui Coastal Land Trust, first as a 
project manager at the land trust’s 
277-acre Waihe‘e Coastal Dunes and  

Wetlands Refuge and now as the Associate Executive Director of Conservation for the Hawaiian Islands 
Land Trust.  In this capacity he has led all aspects of the ecological restoration work conducted by the 
Land Trust.  Since 2005 he has served on the Maui/Lana‘i Island Burial Council and, more recently, as a 
board member of the Hawai‘i Wetlands Joint Venture, Public Access Trails Hawai‘i, the Friends of 
Midway Atoll, and the Maui Historical Society. Scott enjoys teaching people about cultural and natural 
history of Hawai‘i and is currently a Research Fellow at the University of Leicester in the UK. 
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Ramona (Nosapocket) Peters,  
Bear Clan member of the Mashpee Wampanoag Tribe,  

Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, Founder Native Land Conservancy 
 

Ramona (Nosapocket) Peters is a Bear Clan member of the Mashpee Wampanoag Tribe and 
lives in Mashpee on Cape Cod, Massachusetts. She is the Tribal Historic Preservation Officer for 
her tribe; her work focuses on repatriation, indigenous rights, and historic preservation, 
spiritual and cultural endeavors of the Wampanoag. She also serves her tribe as a traditional 
Chief's Councilor, a member of the Mashpee Wampanoag Woman's Medicine Society, and a 
former member Mashpee Tribal Council Board of Directors. Ramona is the sole proprietor of 
Peters Wampanoag Consulting Company assisting tribes, universities, museums, archaeological 
service companies, historic preservation agencies, and community development organizations, 
she also sat on the Board of Directors of Cultural Survival(cs.org) international indigenous rights 
advocate NGO, serving indigenous communities throughout the world. She is the founder of the 
Native Land Conservancy, (nativelandconservancy.org) the first Native American driven land 
trust east of the Mississippi River. Ramona is also practicing yogi of Vipassana Meditation 20 
years and 35 year practitioner of Kung Fu. 
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The dimensions of sacredness

As sacred expressions of some deeper real-
ity, mountains have become associated
with the deepest and highest values and
aspirations of cultures and traditions
throughout the world. The remote
Himalayan peak of Mount Kailas directs
the minds of millions of Hindus and Bud-
dhists toward the utmost attainments of
their spiritual traditions. Mount Sinai
(Figure 1) occupies a special place in the
Bible as the imposing site where Moses
received the Ten Commandments, the

basis of law and ethics in Western civiliza-
tion. The graceful cone of Mount Fuji has
come to represent the quest for beauty
and simplicity that lies at the heart of
Japanese culture. Mount Everest stands
out, even in the modern, secular world, as
an inspiring symbol of the ultimate.

The sacredness of mountains is mani-
fested in 3 general ways. Firstly, certain
peaks are singled out by particular cul-
tures and traditions as places of sanctity.
These mountains—the ones traditionally
known as “sacred mountains”—have well-
established networks of myths, beliefs, and

Sacred Mountains: Themes and
Teachings

Edwin Bernbaum

304

Mountain Research and Development   Vol 26   No 4   November 2006: 304–309

As the highest and most impressive features
of the landscape, mountains have an unusu-
al power to awaken a sense of the sacred.
Their soaring summits, the clouds and thun-
der that swirl about their peaks, the life-giv-
ing waters that flow from their heights, these
and other characteristics imbue them with
an aura of mystery and sanctity. In that aura,
people of diverse backgrounds, both tradi-
tional and modern, experience a deeper real-
ity that gives meaning and vitality to their
lives. Drawing on many of the themes asso-
ciated with sacred mountains around the
world, the Mountain Institute in Washington

DC has developed with the US National Park
Service innovative educational activities that
highlight the spiritual and cultural meanings
of natural features of mountain environ-
ments in different cultures. The purpose of
the project is to connect a broad range of
visitors with nature, enrich their experiences,
and give them deep-seated, sustainable rea-
sons for conserving the environment. Efforts
to conserve the environmental integrity and
cultural diversity associated with sacred
mountains need to involve the many diverse
peoples and traditions that revere and care
for them.

FIGURE 1  Monastery of St
Catherine at the foot of Jebel
Musa (Mount Sinai), Egypt.
(Photo by Edwin Bernbaum)
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religious practices such as pilgrimage,
meditation, and sacrifice. Primary exam-
ples would be Tai Shan in China, Mount
Sinai in Egypt, and the San Francisco
Peaks in the United States.

Secondly, mountains that may or may
not be revered frequently contain sacred
sites and objects such as temples, monas-
teries, hermitages, stones, springs, and
groves, or are associated with the activities
of important holy persons, such as Mount
Koya and Kobo Daishi in Japan. Great
numbers of people, for example, visit pil-
grimage shrines located in mountainous
regions, such as the Hindu shrine of
Badrinath in the Indian Himalaya. 

Finally, mountains commonly awaken
in individuals a sense of wonder and awe
that sets them apart as places imbued with
evocative beauty and meaning. Many
tourists, hikers, and climbers today go to
the Sierra Nevada in California, the Alps
in Europe, and other ranges such as
Huang Shan in China for aesthetic and
spiritual inspiration and renewal, often
regarding them as expressions of impor-
tant values enshrined in works of litera-
ture and art. As the writings of conserva-
tionists such as John Muir demonstrate,
such views of mountains helped give rise
to the environmental movement in the
United States and have played a key role
in galvanizing public support for the
preservation of nature.

People of different cultures experi-
ence the 3 general expressions of sacred-
ness in mountains through the views they
have of them, such as the mountain as cen-
ter of the universe or source of water and
life. These views or themes differentiate
the experience of the sacred and provide a
starting point for developing a framework
for identifying mountain sites and deter-
mining their potential for helping to con-
serve environmental and cultural diversity.
In the course of studying sacred mountains
around the world, I have found 10 themes
to be particularly widespread. They are
briefly described below.

Themes
Height. Many people revere mountains as
high places. Mount Everest, in particular,
has assumed the status of a sacred moun-
tain in the modern world. Its summit sym-

bolizes for many the highest goal one can
strive to attain, whether one’s pursuit be
material or spiritual. Because of its impor-
tance in the West as the ultimate high
place, the Tibetan name of Mount Ever-
est, Jomolangma, is almost always mis-
translated in Western literature as “God-
dess Mother of the World.” In fact,
Jomolangma is short for Jomomiy-
olangsangma, the name of the Tibetan
goddess of Mount Everest, one of the Five
Sisters of Long Life and a relatively minor
deity, invoked for worldly benefits, such as
longevity, food, and wealth.

Center. An extremely widespread
theme is that of the mountain as center—
of the cosmos, the world, or a local
region. Although some scholars have gone
so far as to assert that every sacred peak is
an axis mundi, a careful analysis shows that
this hypothesis does not hold true: the 4
sacred mountains of the Navajo, for exam-
ple, determine the perimeter of the land
within which the Navajo live, not its cen-
ter. With this caveat, it is true that a large
number of mountains in Asia, such as
Kailas in Tibet and Gunung Agung in Bali,
are patterned on the mythical Mount
Meru or Sumeru, which stands as a cosmic
axis around which the universe is organ-
ized in Hindu and Buddhist cosmology. As
a piece of Meru transported there by the
gods, Gunung Agung provides the Bali-
nese with their sense of geographical and
psychological orientation—everything on
the island exists and finds its place in rela-
tion to the volcano.

Power. Many sacred mountains are
revered as places of power, both natural
and supernatural. In the 19th century,
Europeans in New Zealand were starting
to buy up parcels of land on Tongariro,
the sacred mountain of the Ngati
Tuwharetoa. This threatened the mana or
power of the chief and the tribe, which
depended on maintaining the integrity of
the volcano. In order to keep Tongariro
whole, a European advisor counseled the
Paramount Chief, Horonuku Te Heuheu
Tukino IV, to give the mountain to the
Crown as a park for the benefit of every-
one. He did so in 1887, and Tongariro
National Park became the first national
park in New Zealand. It later became a
World Heritage site.
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Deity or Abode of Deity. The power of
many sacred mountains derives from the
presence of deities—in, on, or as the
mountain itself. Indians regard the grace-
ful peak of Nanda Devi, a World Heritage
site, as the abode of Nanda Devi, the God-
dess of Bliss. A temple at the hill station of
Almora has a well-known image of the
deity. Native Hawaiians revere Kilauea
itself as the body the volcano goddess
Pele.

Temple or Place of Worship. Many tradi-
tions revere sacred peaks as temples or
places of worship. Tibetan Buddhists, for
example, view Mount Kailas as the pagoda
palace of Demchog, the One of Supreme
Bliss, a tantric deity embodying the ulti-
mate Buddhist goal of enlightenment
(Figure 2). Mount Zion and Sinai func-
tion as places of worship in Judaeo-Christ-
ian traditions, the former providing the
site of the ancient Jewish Temple.

Paradise or Garden. Shiva is said to
reside in his heaven on the summit of
Kailas. Numerous cultures, both tradition-
al and modern, view mountains as gardens
and paradises—heavens on earth. The
Muslim Kirghiz of western China, for
example, believe that the snows of Muz-
tagh Ata, one of the highest peaks in the
Pamir, hide an earthly paradise that goes
back to the time of the Garden of Eden. 

Ancestors and the Dead. Another major
theme links mountains to the other world
as ancestors and abodes of the dead, often
involved in origin myths. Mount Koya, the
meditation center of Shingon Buddhism,
has one of the most impressive graveyards
in Japan. The Maori believe themselves
descended from peaks in New Zealand,
who came as their ancestors in legendary
canoes and were shipwrecked on the
shores of the islands. Aoraki or Mount
Cook represents one ancestor who waded
ashore and froze into the mountain we see
today. The peak is the highest in New
Zealand because he was carrying his
grandson on his shoulders.

Identity. Aoraki also illustrates the
widespread theme of mountains as sym-
bols of cultural and even personal identi-
ty. The standard formula for identifying
oneself at an intratribal Maori meeting is
to begin with one’s tribal mountain, such
as Aoraki or Tongariro, and then give
one’s lake or river and finally the name of
one’s chief. Mount Rainier in the United
States functions as an icon of the Pacific
Northwest, as Mount Fuji does of the
entire country of Japan.

Source. Throughout the world people
look up to mountains as sources of bless-
ings, such as water, life, fertility, and heal-
ing. The Hopi of Arizona invite the Katsi-
na deities to come from the San Francisco
Peaks, bringing with them their rain
clouds on which the people depend for
growing corn. Andean curanderos or
shamans invoke mountain gods, such as
the Apus of Mounts Ausangate and Salcan-
tay near Cuzco, for healing and water.

Inspiration, Renewal, and Transforma-
tion. In China mountains are regarded as
such ideal places for meditation and spiri-
tual transformation that the Chinese
expression for embarking on the practice
of religion means literally “to enter the
mountains.” North American Plains Indi-
ans, such as the Lakota and the Crow, seek
out high places for vision quests that give
them spiritual power and determine the
course of their lives. Many in the modern
world go to mountains such as the Alps
and the Sierra Nevada for artistic inspira-
tion and spiritual renewal.

Each of these 10 themes or views
brings together different ideas, images,

FIGURE 2  Mount Kailas, Tibet. (Photo by Edwin Bernbaum)
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and associations to evoke the experience
of a deeper reality. For the sake of simplic-
ity, I have illustrated each theme with a
particular mountain. But in actual prac-
tice these themes come in clusters linked
to each other in complex ways. The more
themes that gather like clouds around a
peak, the more associations they bring to
bear, making the mountain resonate with
increasingly deeper significance.

Applications to parks and 
protected areas
Drawing on many of the themes associated
with sacred mountains around the world,
The Mountain Institute’s (TMI) Sacred
Mountains Program has been working with
the US National Park Service (NPS) since
1998, developing innovative interpretive
and educational materials and activities
that highlight the evocative spiritual and
cultural meanings of natural features of
mountain environments—ranging from
peaks and rivers to forests and wildlife—in
American, Native American, Native Hawai-
ian, and other cultures around the world.
The purpose of the project is to connect a
broad range of visitors with nature, enrich
their experiences, and give them deep-
seated, sustainable reasons for conserving
the environment. In addition to reaching
the general public, the project helps diver-
sify the National Park Service’s limited visi-
tor base by connecting with the heritages
and backgrounds of cultural and ethnic
groups who have not visited national parks
in high numbers, such as African Ameri-
cans and Latinos.

With more than 400 million visits a
year from around the country and the
world, US National Parks provide ideal
high visibility, high impact platforms for
reaching diverse sectors of the public with
messages grounded in spiritual and cultur-
al values that motivate enduring conserva-
tion, and for reaching other parks and
protected areas with models that inspire
them to create similar products suited to
their particular needs and resources.
TMI’s project with National Parks has the
potential to enrich the experiences of mil-
lions of people and give them a deeper
understanding and appreciation of nature
and of other cultures. Efforts to conserve

biological and cultural diversity need such
an understanding and appreciation to
gain the local and public support required
to be sustainable over the long term.

Interpretive and educational materials 
and activities
One of the first interpretive products
TMI’s Sacred Mountains Program devel-
oped with the NPS was an offsite traveling
exhibit for Mount Rainier National Park
entitled “Mountain Views” that focuses
attention on the evocative spiritual and
cultural dimensions of Mount Rainier, a
prominent snow-clad volcano that is
sacred for 6 local tribes and is also a pow-
erful symbol of place and identity for 3
million residents of this region of the
United States (Figure 3). Park rangers
who specialize in interpretation take this
traveling display to fairs, community cen-
ters, conventions, and other venues in the
Seattle–Tacoma area in an effort to reach
a wider audience and encourage greater
visitation for the park.

The exhibit has 3 sections: “The
Mountain,” “Mount Rainier National
Park,” and “Mountains of the World.”
Each section employs images of people

FIGURE 3  Mount Rainier
traveling exhibit. (Photo by
Edwin Bernbaum)
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with evocative quotes by each of them.
“The Mountain” section, for example, has
a picture of the well-known American con-
servationist John Muir with impressions
on seeing Mount Rainier for the first time,
and a photograph of tribal elders with a
quote on what the mountain, Tacobet,
means to the Nisqually Tribe. The quotes
in the “Mount Rainier National Park” sec-
tion show how “The Mountain,” as Rainier
is known in the Pacific Northwest, has
inspired staff in different divisions of the
Park, ranging from interpretation to
maintenance, to work at Mount Rainier.

In an effort to provide multiple per-
spectives and connect with the heritages
and traditions of African and Asian Ameri-
cans in the Pacific Northwest, the left-
hand section, “Mountains of the World,”
focuses on 3 mountains that stand out as
cultural icons similar to Mount Rainier:
Mount Kailas in Tibet, Kilimanjaro in
Africa, and Mount Fuji in Japan. A picture
of Kilimanjaro, for example, is accompa-
nied by interpretive text on its importance
to the Chagga people who live on its
slopes and a quote by Julius Nyerere, the
first president of the modern state of Tan-
ganyika/Tanzania: “We will light a candle
on top of Mount Kilimanjaro which will
shine beyond our borders, giving hope

where there is despair, love where there is
hate, and dignity where before there was
only humiliation.”

A line at the bottom of the exhibit
asks viewers to write down their comments
on “What does the Mountain mean to
you?” in order to engage the public and
motivate support for the park and its envi-
ronment.

In 1999 the Sacred Mountains Pro-
gram initiated a collaboration among
Great Smoky Mountains National Park,
the Eastern Band of the Cherokee, the
Museum of the Cherokee Indian, and TMI
to develop wayside exhibits that link
Cherokee traditions and stories to fea-
tures of the natural landscape—such as
buzzards, trees, a mountain, and the river
itself—along the 2 km Oconaluftee River
Trail that runs from the Oconaluftee Visi-
tor Center in the Park to the Qualla
Boundary (the tribal lands of the Eastern
Band of Cherokee). The waysides are in
English and Cherokee and are illustrated
with artwork by local Cherokee artists
selected by the Museum of the Cherokee
Indian (Figure 4).

As much as possible, the stories related
on the signs are in the voices of living
Cherokee elders and storytellers in order
to ensure authenticity and immediacy. One

FIGURE 4  Design for Oconaluftee
wayside exhibit on buzzard creating
mountains and valleys. (Poster courtesy
of National Park Service)
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wayside, for example, conveys Cherokee
views on the sacredness of the mountains
and their stewardship of the environment
through the words of the Cherokee elder
Jerry Wolfe: “The Great Smoky Mountains
are a sanctuary for the Cherokee people.
We have always believed the mountains and
streams provide all that we need for sur-
vival. We hold these mountains sacred,
believing that the Cherokees were chosen
to take care of the mountains as the moun-
tains take care of us.” (Figure 5)

Since many Cherokees, both adults
and school children, walk the trail for
exercise, the signs provide an opportunity
to pass on their traditions to the younger
generation and reinforce the teaching of
the Cherokee language in their schools.
The project also enables the Eastern Band
to reach the wider public through park
interpretive materials. Two additional way-
sides on Clingman’s Dome, the highest
mountain in the Park, tell the Cherokee
creation story of the creation of the
mountains and valleys and relate Chero-
kee traditions of Clingman’s Dome as a
sacred place of healing and a sanctuary
that enabled some of the Cherokees to
escape the forced removal to Oklahoma
on the Trail of Tears in the first half of the
19th century. The Eastern Band and the
Park organized a major event in 2006,
with speeches and ceremonial dances to
celebrate the installation of the waysides.
The project provides an innovative model
with exciting possibilities for inspiring
similar collaborations and exhibits with
other indigenous peoples and protected
areas in the United States and elsewhere
in the world.

Conclusion

As the examples above demonstrate,
sacred mountains have great importance

for a wide variety of people and groups,
ranging from small to large. Many, such as
the San Francisco Peaks in Arizona or
Ausangate in Peru, are important primari-
ly to local communities or indigenous
peoples. Others, such as Kailas and Sinai,
have regional, national, or even interna-
tional importance. They may be revered
by the people of an entire nation or by a
major religious tradition with adherents
around the world, such as Christianity,
Judaism, and Buddhism. Similarly, care-
takers and custodians of mountains and
mountain sites may be local or they may
come from far away or belong to a reli-
gious order responsible for many different
shrines. Efforts to conserve the environ-
mental integrity and cultural diversity
associated with sacred mountains need to
take into account and involve the many
diverse peoples and traditions that revere
and care for them.

FIGURE 5  Cherokee elder pointing out buzzards on the Oconaluftee river trail.
(Photo by Edwin Bernbaum)
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Native Conservancy Signs Land Access Agreement

By SAM HOUGHTON  Jan 6, 2017

Home /  Mashpee /  Mashpee News

The Native Land Conservancy continues to progress in its efforts to preserve indigenous people’s connections to the land, inking an

agreement for access to sacred land in Dennis.

In December, members of the Dennis Conservation Trust and the conservancy met at the Sturgis Public Library to sign a cultural

agreement intended to enable the Mashpee-based nonprofit a right of entry to land at the Chase Garden Creek in Dennis, an

approximately 250-acre area of conservation land just south of Cape Cod Bay.

The agreement provides access for the conservancy and its invited guests to conduct spiritual ceremonies, seasonal celebrations,

offerings, cultural education and other cultural practices on the land. The estuary and barrier beach in the wide stretch of land was a

traditional place of gathering for ceremonies and rituals, as well as foraging by indigenous people on Cape Cod for centuries.

“The Native Land Conservancy is very interested in establishing cultural agreements in the eastern New England area to begin local

oral traditions presenting special land stories for all citizens to carry on for centuries to come,” Ramona Peters, a founding member and

president of the native conservancy, as well as a Mashpee resident and member of the Mashpee Wampanoag Tribe, stated in a press

release. “We are also interested in facilitating cultural agreements to preserve natural cultural resources that have intrinsic value to

indigenous people. We honor the spirit of cooperation and preservation interest of our colleagues in the Dennis Conservation Trust.

Conservation of cultural resources can be as important as conservation of land and natural resources.”

On the December date of the agreement signing, members of the Dennis Conservation Trust gathered at the library with tribal members

and conservancy group members, some donning traditional regalia, and offered gifts of wampum and performed other rituals; also

present was Mark Robinson, executive director of the Compact of Cape Cod Conservation Trusts, Inc. and an advisor to the native

Cultural Respect Agreement

GENE M. MARCHAND/ENTERPRISE
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conservancy.

The conservancy was launched in 2014 and has since acquired land and inked access agreements in Sandwich, Barnstable and now

Dennis. In August, 2015, the group received its first parcel from Norman W. Hayes, a Sandwich resident and longtime conservationist, a

1.4-acre wooded parcel in Barnstable. Months later, Sandwich Conservation Trust transferred ownership of a third of an acre parcel

near Mashpee-Wakeby Pond to the Native Land Conservancy, a holly forest on Cotuit Road that overlooks the pond.

“We admire what Ramona Peters and her native land trust is trying to accomplish,” said Joseph Masse, president of the Dennis

Conservation Trust. “Their mission of ‘land rescue’ is broad, as it should be, to include a larger vision of conservation and teachings and

honor of the land. We are both proud and humbled to be a partner in that mission. What we can do, and other land trusts, towns and

even private property owners might do, is to accommodate the NLC to respect the resources and living histories associated with the

lands.”
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Save Mount Diablo, Mount Diablo Resource Recovery, and Cal State East Bay 
Enter Conservation Collaboration Agreement for Earth Day 2017  
  
 
On Earth Day, April 22, 2017, Save Mount Diablo (SMD), Mount Diablo Resource Recovery, a Garaventa company (MDRR), 
and California State University, East Bay (CSUEB) signed a creative Conservation Collaboration Agreement to demonstrate 
their gratitude for the beautiful Mount Diablo natural areas while also learning more about these places and helping 
protect and steward the land. 
 
“To expedite our time-sensitive land conservation work for the 
Mount Diablo area, Save Mount Diablo is reaching out to students 
and other leaders to join the cause. We all have a major stake in 
what our future environment will be like, especially young people. 
We entered our first Conservation Collaboration Agreement with 
Joaquin Moraga Intermediate School for Earth Day 2016. We are 
grateful for the leadership, long-term vision and philanthropy 
demonstrated by Mount Diablo Resource Recovery and Cal State 
East Bay for entering this Conservation Collaboration Agreement 
with Save Mount Diablo,” said Ted Clement, Save Mount Diablo’s 
Executive Director. 
 
The Conservation Collaboration Agreement had three basic parts.  
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First, the staff of SMD provided in-class educational presentations regarding land conservation to the participating students 
of Cal State East Bay and the employees of Mount Diablo Resource Recovery the week of Earth Day 2017.   
 
Second, also during the week of Earth Day 2017, SMD staff taught and led the participating students of CSUEB and the 
employees of MDRR in an outdoor, experiential environmental service project at one of SMD’s conserved properties which 
also included a mini-solo on the land for each participant—engaging in a contemplative journal writing exercise about 
nature.   
 

Finally, in an act of educational and 
participatory philanthropy, MDRR will 
generously provide SMD memberships for 
all of its employees while CSUEB students 
will raise funds to enable 30 children in 
Contra Costa County’s underserved areas to 
become members of SMD through SMD’s 
youth membership program. Participating 
CSUEB student groups will also have the 
option to raise funds to become SMD 
members.  
 
According to CSUEB President Leroy M. 
Morishita, participation in this Conservation 
Collaboration Agreement not only 
demonstrates Cal State East Bay’s 
commitment to higher education in Contra 
Costa County, but also its goal of 

integrating the concepts of sustainability into all aspects of university life. “Working with our community partners, we hope 
to create meaningful learning experiences for our students that address both the challenges as well as the possibilities of 
social, environmental and economic leadership for the entire East Bay,” Morishita said.  
 
Joe Garaventa, CEO of Mount Diablo Resource Recovery, appreciates the opportunity to align and partner with two like-
minded and highly respected organizations: “This collaboration is a perfect fit. MDRR places a high value on both the 
environment and education. This collaborative agreement brings everything together. In a time when so many other 
companies simply practice landfill based diversion, we pride ourselves on real and true diversion programs that respect the 
environment, avoid the landfill and protect the future of our pristine natural landscapes. Yes, true diversion costs money, but 
it’s the right thing to do.” 
 
To learn more about SMD’s new Conservation Collaboration Agreement program  
and how to participate, please contact Jim Cartan at jcartan@savemountdiablo.org or (925) 947-3535. 
 
 
Save Mount Diablo 
SMD is a nationally accredited, non-profit land trust founded in 1971 with a mission to preserve Mount Diablo’s peaks, 
surrounding foothills, and watersheds through land acquisition and preservation strategies designed to protect the mountain’s 
natural beauty, biological diversity, and historic and agricultural heritage; enhance our area’s quality of life; and provide 
recreational opportunities consistent with the protection of natural resources. Learn more at www.savemountdiablo.org   
 
Mount Diablo Resource Recovery, a Garaventa Company 
MDRR is a forward thinking, resource recovery company with a longstanding commitment to environmental best management 
practices and doing whatever it takes to keep material out of the landfill.  MDRR’s daily mission is to “practice and preach the 
five (5) R’s”: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Respect and Recover.  MDRR has a clear vision for the future of turning the waste stream 
into renewable energy and will continue to “raise the bar” in the communities they serve by delivering state of the art diversion 
programs, exceptional customer service along with fair, competitive pricing and maintaining their reputation as the vendor of 
choice in the resource recovery market-place. Learn more at www.garaventaent-mdr.com 
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California State University, East Bay 
CSUEB operates a campus in the Mount Diablo foothills, with a mission to serve as a regional steward, to provide high quality 
education, to present opportunities for innovative, hands-on research, to empower students to make the most of the educational 
opportunities they have earned, and to develop a life-long love of learning. Learn more at www.csueastbay.edu  
 
--- 

Photographs Above:  
 

1) CCA Pt. 2 - Jim Cartan, Save Mount Diablo Stewardship & Outreach Coordinator, instructs CSUEB students before 
beginning the stewardship work day component of the Conservation Collaboration Agreement.  

2) CCA Pt. 1- Classroom lecture at Cal State East Bay Concord campus. Save Mount Diablo (SMD), Mount Diablo 
Resource Recovery (MDRR) and Cal State East Bay (CSUEB) Conservation Collaboration Agreement. Credit: Al 
Johnson. 

3) CCA Pt. 3 - Cal State East Bay students on their mini-solo, reflecting on the meaning of nature. Participants in the 
Conservation Collaboration Agreement included students from CSUEB’s Environmental Studies 4300: Environmental 
Field Course (Dr. David Larson, Professor and Department Chair), SMD staff and volunteers, and MDRR staff. 
Credit: Al Johnson.  
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